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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

 
1.1 The Notion of Modality  

Modality, as a semantic-grammatical feature (Palmer 2001: 1), expresses the 

semantic content of the speaker’s opinion or attitude toward the proposition of the 

sentence and is linguistically realized as different grammatical categories in words, 

including verbs, adverbs, adjectives, auxiliaries, etc. The notion of modality is not 

new in the studies of modal words in Mandarin Chinese, although a systematic 

elaboration of modality types originates in the studies of English and cross-linguistic 

data (Lyons 1977, Cook 1978, Bybee et al. 1995, Palmer 1990, etc.). Wang (1943) has 

detected that there exists a specific group of adverbs which encode the meaning of 

possibility (e.g., neng2 ‘can’ 能), probability (e.g., ye3xu3 ‘perhaps’ 也許) and 

necessity (e.g., xue1 ‘must’ 須). As for sentence constructions, there are optative 

forms, which include potential form and volitive form. First, sentences of potential 

form are associated with the speaker’s opinion, like neng2 能, ke3 可, bi4 必, gai1 

該. Second, sentences of volitive form relate to the agent’s volition or willingness, 

such as yao4 要, yu4 欲, ken3 肯, gan3 敢. Following Wang (1943), several 

linguists have studied Chinese modal auxiliaries or modal verbs (Chao 1968, Li & 

Thompson 1981, Her 1990, Lin & Tang 1995, Tsao 1996, etc.). However, there is still 

no systematic and unanimous definition and classification on Chinese modal words.  

Most researchers have considered Lyons’s (1977: 452) definition of modality to 

be a helpful starting point for the investigation into modality. Since linguistic 

modality has its root in modal logic, a branch of the philosophy of language, it is 

associated with the notions of possibility and necessity concerning the basic 

distinction between “epistemic” and “deontic” modality. To be more specific, 

epistemic modality is related to the possibility or necessity of the truth-value of the 
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proposition, and it involves “knowledge” and “belief” (Lyons 1977: 793). On the 

other hand, deontic modality is concerned with the possibility or necessity of acts 

performed by morally responsible agents (Lyons 1997: 823), such as the social 

functions of “permission” and “obligation.” 

 

1.2 Modal Verbs in Mandarin Chinese 

It has been recognized that the notion of modality can be realized through 

various linguistic devices, including verbs, adjectives, adverbs, or even phrases and 

clauses. In the present study, we will center our attention on modal verbs in Mandarin 

Chinese. Before the 1990’s, Chinese grammarians (Wang 1943, Chao 1968, Li & 

Thompson 1981) refer to what we call “modal verbs” today as “auxiliaries” or “modal 

auxiliaries.” This linguistic label is apparently influenced by the term “auxiliary 

verbs” in English. Thus, a dispute over the existence of auxiliaries in Chinese 

continued for decades. Not until recent years have researchers arrived at a consensus 

that “modal verbs,” rather than “modal auxiliaries,” should be adopted in the 

classification of the Chinese verb system (Her 1990, Lin & Tang 1995, Tsao 1996).  

In the past, modal words like neng2 能, yao4 要, hui4 會, ying1ga1i 應該 

were named as auxiliaries or modal auxiliaries (Chao 1968, Li & Thompson 1981). 

Chao (1968) divides Chinese verbs into nine categories, in which auxiliaries are the 

ninth type of verbs. There are 43 auxiliaries in his list, including 

neng2 能, neng2gou4 能夠, hui4 會, yao4 要, xiang3 想, 
xiang3yao4 想要, yao4xiang3 要想, ai4 愛, yuan4yi4 願意, 
qing2yuan4 情願, le4yi4 樂意, xi3huan1 喜歡, gao1xing4 高興, 
ken3 肯, ke3yi3 可以, xu3 許, zhun3 准, ying1gai1 應該, gai1 
該, ying1dang1 應當, de2 得, dei3 得, xu1dei3 須得, bi4dei3 必
得, xu1yao4 需要, bi4xu1 必須, bu2yong4 不用, gan3 敢, 
hao3yi4si 好意思, pa4 怕, zhi2de2 值得, lan3de2 懶得, 
sheng3de2 省得, le4de2 樂得, bu2bian4 不便, hao3 好, bu2pei4 
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不配, bu2yao4 不要, bie2 別, bong2 甭, me2(you3) 沒(有).  
(Chao 1968: 365-373) 

Li & Thompson (1981) present a more simplified list, which contains only 14 

auxiliaries. In addition to listing the “modal auxiliaries,” they also identify a few 

polysemous modal auxiliaries and distinguish them in terms of “ability,” 

“permission,” “volition,” and “future.” The following words are presented in their 

category of modal auxiliaries: 

ying1ga1i 應該, ying1dang1 應當, gai1 該 
neng2 能, neng2gou4 能夠, hui4 會, ke3yi3 可以 (ability) 
neng2 能, ke3ye3 可以 (permission) 
gan3 敢 
ken3 肯 
dei3 得, bi4xu1 必須, bi4yao4 必要, bi4de2 必得 
hui4 會 (volition, future, knowing)  

(Li & Thompson 1981: 169) 

Her’s (1990) classification of Chinese verbs is based on a modified version of 

Lexical Functional Grammar. He sets up 24 classes of verbs and regards “modal 

verbs” as one of these classes. Modal verbs subcategorize an XCOMP, where no 

aspect is allowed, and the SUBJ of the matrix verb functionally controls the 

XCOMP’s SUBJ. As for the meanings of modalities, four semantic values (obligation, 

permission, ability, and possibility) are assigned to the modal verbs. Furthermore, it is 

confirmed that the number of Chinese modal verbs should be rather limited. 

Consequently, this fact indirectly rejects most of the modal auxiliaries listed in Chao’s 

(1968) inventory, as the following table demonstrates: 

 OBLIGATION PERMISSION ABILITY POSSIBILITY
bi4xu1 必須 + [sp]    
xu1yao4 需要  + [sp] *    
dei3 得 + [sp]    
bu2yong4 不用  + [sp] *    
ying1gai1 應該  + [sp] *   + [sp] 
bu4zhun3 不准  + [sp]   
neng2 能  + [sp] + [su] *  
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ke3yi3 可以  + [sp] + [su] *  
neng2gou4 能夠  + [sp] + [su] *  
gan3 敢   + [su] *  
ken3 肯   + [su] *  
yuan4yi4 願意   + [sp] *  
qing2yuan4 情願   + [sp] *  
hui4 會   + [su] * + [sp] 
ke3neng2 可能     + [sp] * 
+ = possible use 
* = gradable by degree adverbs 
[sp] = speaker-oriented 
[su] = subject-oriented                                      

(Her 1990: 195-196) 

Lin & Tang (1995) focus on the syntactic behavior of modal verbs and classify 

them into two major types: raising modals and control modals. More details about 

their classification of modal verbs will be introduced in Chapter 2. Their list of modal 

verbs is temporarily presented below: 

(a) Raising modals: ke3neng2 可能, hui4 會, ying1gai1 應該, yao4 要, 
ke3yi3 可以 

(b) Control modals: neng2(gou4) 能(夠), (hen3)hui4 (很)會, ken3 肯, 
gan3 敢 

(Lin & Tang 1995: 76, 77) 

Tsao (1996) further modifies Her’s (1990) categorization of Chinese verbs and 

reduces 24 classes into 14 classes, where we can find that modal verbs appear as 

either one-place predicate or two-place predicates, as the following shows: 

(a) One-place predicate (raising predicate): ying1gai1 應該 
‘should’, ke3neng2 可能 ‘possible’, ke3xi2 可惜 ‘it is a pity 
that’, hao3xiang4 好像 ‘seem’, kan4qi3lai2 看起來 ‘look 
like’, hui4 會 ‘probable’, shi4 是 (used in a cleft sentence) 

(b) Two-place predicate (root modal verbs): ying1gai1 應該 
‘should’, bi4xu1 必須 ‘must’, ke3yi3 可以 ‘may’, hui4 會 
‘can’, gan3 敢 ‘dare’, ken3 肯 ‘be willing’, yuan4yi4 願意 
‘be willing’                        

(Tsao 1996: 169, 175) 

Liu et al. (1996) also refer to modal verbs, or neng2yuan4 dong4ci2 能願動詞, 
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and both affirmative and negative uses of modal verbs are taken into consideration. 

They suggest that most of the modals represent “volition” and that some of them 

represent “possibility.” The following table contains all of the modal verbs included in 

their discussion1: 

 Volition Necessity  
under 
emotional 
and 
logical 
reasons   

Permission 
under 

subjective 
and 

objective 
permission

Permission 
under 

emotional 
and logical 

reasons 

Permission Possibility Worth

yao4  ● ●▲    ●▲2  
xiang3  ●▲       
da3suan4 ●▲       
yuan4yi4 ●▲       
ken3  ●▲       
ying1gai1  ●▲      
dei3  ●▲1    ●▲3  
neng2   ●▲ ●▲ ▲ ●▲  
ke3yi3   ● ● ●  ● 
ke3   ●▲ ●▲   ● 
pei4        
zhun3     ▲   
xu3     ▲   
de2     ▲   
zhi2de2       ●▲

ke3neng2      ●▲  
hui4      ●▲  
●: affirmative use (e.g., xiang3 想, ying1gai1 應該) 
▲: negative use (e.g., bu4xiang3 不想, bu4ying1gai1 不應該) 
▲1 : bu2yong4 不用 
▲2: bu2hui4 不會 
▲3: bu2hui4 不會                                      

(Liu et al. 1996: 105) 

Above, six inventories of modal verbs have been provided by different 

researchers, and the following table is a summary of these inventories. 

Chao (1968) neng2 能, neng2gou4 能夠, hui4 會, yao4 要, xiang3 想, 
xiang3yao4 想要, yao4xiang3 要想, ai4 愛, yuan4yi4 願意, 

                                                 
1 In this table, the information in the first row is translated into English by the author. 
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qing2yuan4 情願, le4yi4 樂意, xi3huan1 喜歡, gao1xing4 高興, 
ken3 肯, ke3yi3 可以, xu3 許, zhun3 准, ying1gai1 應該, gai1 
該, ying1dang1 應當, de2 得, dei3 得, xu1dei3 須得, bi4dei3 必
得, xu1yao4 需要, bi4xu1 必須, bu2yong4 不用, gan3 敢, 
hao3yi4si 好意思, pa4 怕, zhi2de2 值得, lan3de2 懶得, 
sheng3de2 省得, le4de2 樂得, bu2bian4 不便, hao3 好, bu2pei4 
不配, bu2yao4 不要, bie2 別, bong2 甭, mei2(you3) 沒(有) 

Li & 
Thompson 
(1981) 

ying1ga1i 應該, ying1dang1 應當, gai1 該 
neng2 能, neng2gou4 能夠, hui4 會, ke3yi3 可以 (ability) 
neng2 能, ke3yi3 可以 (permission) 
gan3 敢 
ken3 肯 
dei3 得, bi4xu1 必須, bi4yao4 必要, bi4de2 必得 
hui4 會 (volition, future, knowing)  

Her (1990) bi4xu1 必須, xu1yao4 需要, dei3 得, bu2yong4 不用, ying1gai1
應該, bu4zhun3 不准, neng2 能, ke3yi3 可以, neng2gou4 能夠, 
gan3 敢, ken3 肯, yuan4yi4 願意, qing2yuan4 情願, hui4 會, 
ke3neng2 可能 

Lin & Tang 
(1995) 

(c) Raising modals: ke3neng2 可能, hui4 會, ying1gai1 應該, 
yao4 要, ke3yi3 可以 

(d) Control modals: neng2(gou4) 能(夠), (hen3)hui4 (很)會, ken3 
肯, gan3 敢                

Tsao (1996) (a) one-place predicate (raising predicate): ying1gai1 應 該

‘should’, ke3neng2 可能 ‘possible’, ke3xi2 可惜 ‘it is a pity 
that’, hao3xiang4 好像 ‘seem’, kan4qi3lai2 看起來 ‘look 
like’, hui4 會 ‘probable’, shi4 是 (as used in a cleft sentence)

(b) two-place predicate (root modal verbs): ying1gai1 應該

‘should’, bi4xu1 必須 ‘must’, ke3yi3 可以 ‘may’, hui4 會
‘can’, gan3 敢 ‘dare’, ken3 肯 ‘be willing’, yuan4yi4 願意

‘be willing’          
Liu et al. 
(1996) 

(bu2)yao4 (不)要, (bu4)xiang3 (不)想, (bu4)da3suan4 (不)打算, 
(bu2)yuan4yi4 (不)願意, (bu4)ken3 (不)肯, (bu4)ying1gai1 (不)應
該, dei3 得, bu2yong4 不用, (bu4)neng2 (不)能, ke3yi3 可以, 
(bu4)ke3 (不)可, pei4 配, bu4zhun3 不准, bu4xu3 不需, bu4de2 
不得, (bu4)zhi2de2 (不)值得, (bu4)ke3neng2 (不)可能, 
(bu4)hui4(不)會 

Table1. Summary of six inventories of modal verbs 
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Although there is no consensus for a fixed and regulated inventory of Chinese 

modal verbs in the research, we can still find a systematic pattern. That is, some 

modal verbs are mentioned consistently by different researchers, while others are not. 

Therefore, we will set two criteria to limit the number of Chinese modal verbs in the 

present thesis. First, according to Chao (1968), the three major characteristics of 

Chinese verbs should be applied to limit the number of modal verbs. That is, modal 

verbs, just like other verbs, can be negated, can stand alone as a short reply, and can 

form an A-not-A question. Accordingly, modals verbs such as bu2bian4 不便, 

bu2yao4 不要 (Chao 1968), bu2yong4 不用, bu4zhun3 不准 (Her 1990), and 

bu4xiang3 不想, bu4zhi2de2 不值得 (Liu et al. 1996) should be excluded at the 

outset. Since these modal verbs are negative forms, they should not be included in an 

inventory of modal verbs. Second, such verbs as are frequently included in the six 

inventories of modal verbs should be regarded as authentic modal verbs. Accordingly, 

they should be accorded a priority in being included in the inventory of Chinese 

modal verbs under scrutiny in this study. We counted the number of times for a modal 

verb to be included in each inventory and decide that only when a modal verb is 

included more than three times in a selection will it be considered a “real” modal verb 

in the present study. A check mark is put in the blank if the researcher included the 

particular modal verb in his/her inventory. The results are shown in the following 

table:  

 Chao 
(1968) 

Li & 
Thomps-
on 
(1981) 

Her 
(1990) 

Lin & 
Tang 
(1995) 

Tsao 
(1996) 

Liu et al. 
(1996) 

 
#

neng2  V V V V  V 5
neng2gou4 V V V V   4
hui4  V V V V V V 6
yao4  V   V  V 3
xiang3 V     V 2
xiang3yao4 V      1
yao4xiang3 V      1
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ai4 V      1
yuan4yi4 V  V V V V 5
qing2yuan4 V  V    2
le4yi4 V      1
xi3huan1 V      1
gao1xing4 V      1
ken3 V V V V V V 6
ke3yi3 V V V V V V 6
xu3 V      1
zhun3 V     V 1
ying1gai1 V V V V V V 6
gai1 V V     2
ying1dang1 V V     2
de2 V     V 2
dei3 V  V   V 3
xu1dei3 V      1
bi4dei3 V      1
xu1yao4 V  V    2
bi4xu1 V V V  V  4
gan3 V V V  V  4
hao3yi4s V      1
pa4 V      1
zhi2de2 V     V 2
lan3de2 V      1
sheng3de2 V      1
le4de2 V      1
hao3 V      1
bi4yao4  V     1
gai1  V     1
bi4de2  V     1
ke3neng2   V V V V 4
ke3xi2     V  1
hao3xiang4     V  1
kan4qi3lai2     V  1
shi4     V  1
ke3      V 1
pei4      V 1
xu3      V 1

#: The number of times 

Table 2. The number of times that each modal verb occurs in the inventories 

The modal verb is marked in bold in the table above in the case that it occurs 

individually more than three times or over in the total number of inventories given in 

the table. It is found that there are twelve modals verbs which meet the requirement 

and these twelve modal verbs also possess the other two characteristics associated 

with Chinese verbs. After this filtration, the twelve modal verbs are included in the 
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inventory of modal verbs in this study, and there are six monosyllabic words and six 

disyllabic words, as the following list shows:  

(a) Monosyllabic modal verbs:  
hui4 會, neng2 能, yao4 要, gan3 敢, ken3 肯, xiang3 想 

(b) Disyllabic modal verbs:  
ying1gai1 應該, ke3yi3 可以, neng2gou4 能夠, yuan4yi4 
願意, ke3neng2 可能, bi4xu1 必須 

Among these twelve modal verbs in Mandarin Chinese, five exhibit the 

phenomenon of polysemy, including hui4 會, neng2 能, ke3yi3 可以, yao4 要, 

ying1gai1 應該, while six of them do not. By “polysemous modal verbs,” we mean 

that a single modal verb can be used to modify the propositional content of the 

sentence in terms of different modality types2. Take the English may and must for 

example: 

John may be there now. 
John must be there now. 
John may come in now. 
John must come in now.                       

(Palmer 1990: 5) 

The first two make judgments about the probability of the truth value of the 

proposition (i.e., John is there now.). On the other hand, the second two create an 

association between the speaker of the sentence and the grammatical subject of the 

sentence, John. That is, by saying the second two sentences, the speaker can influence 

the action of John’s coming through either permission or obligation. The two 

distinctive uses exhibited by the first two and the second two sentences are 

distinguished as epistemic and deontic modality, respectively (Palmer 1990: 6), and 

they are considered “polysemous” in this paper. In other words, may and must are 

polysemous modal auxiliaries in English because they can modify the proposition of 

the sentence “epistemically” and “deontically” at the same time.  

                                                 
2 The classification of modality types will be discussed in Chapter 2. 
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1.3 Motivation and Purpose 

Since we have determined that there are five polysemous modal verbs in 

Mandarin Chinese (i.e., hui4 會, neng2 能, yao4 要, ke3yi3 可以, ying1gai1 應該), 

we are dedicated to investigating the interrelationship among the different modality 

types of each polysemous modal verb. For example, just like may in English, ke3yi3

可以 in Chinese can also be used to make judgment about the truth of the proposition 

(epistemic use) in (1a) and to give permission to the subject of the sentence (deontic 

use) in (1b). 

(1) a. 他可以變成有錢人 (epistemic use) 
ta1  ke3yi3  bian4cheng2  you3qian2ren2   
he can  become  have-money-person 
‘It is possible that he will become a rich man.’ 

b. 他可以進來了 (deontic use) 
ta1 ke3yi3 jing4lai2 le   
He can  come-in PRT 
‘He is allowed to come in.’ 

Most of the previous studies of Chinese modal verbs focused on the semantic or 

syntactic aspect. Some researchers try to define and classify the types of modality in 

Chinese modal verbs and adverbs (Huang 1999, Hsieh 2002, 2005, 2006) by looking 

at the semantic content or source of the modality of the modal verbs; on the other 

hand, other researchers (Lin & Tang 1995, Tang & Tang 1997, Tang, 2000) seek to 

define the grammatical categories of modal verbs (i.e., the specific position of modal 

verbs in a syntactic tree). However, few efforts have been made to analyze and discuss 

the phenomenon of polysemy exhibited by the five polysemous modal verbs 

mentioned above. Since studying these polysemous modal verbs from a linguistic 

perspective cut across both semantic classification and syntactic positions, they 

deserve a further study for us to better understand the Chinese modal system both 

semantically and syntactically.  
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Consequently, there are three major purposes in the present thesis: 

(a) To identify the multiple uses of modality of each polysemous modal verb and 

thus present a finer-grained classification of modality types for Chinese 

modal verbs. 

(b) To find a path of development among the different modal senses encoded in 

each polysemous modal verb and then provide a reasonable explanation for 

the path of the development. 

(c) To see how the ambiguity of polysemous modal verbs is resolved in terms of 

syntactic structures, in which modal verbs occur with arguments and 

predicates.  

 

1.4 The Data 

In this paper, most of the example sentences are extracted from the Academia 

Sinica Balanced Corpus of Mandarin Chinese. Yet, for the sake of comparison or 

emphasis, some self-created sentences are provided by the author of this thesis. In 

addition, example sentences in other studies will also be cited when it is necessary to 

compare the results of other studies and those of the present thesis.  

As for the conventions of the data, all of the example sentences will be presented 

in four lines. The first line shows the Chinese characters. The second line is a 

transcription of the characters in Hanyu Pinyin with the indication of tones. The third 

line is the gloss of each character. Finally, the fourth line is the free translation of the 

whole sentence, as the following example shows: 

我 可以 理解  他 的 處境 
 wo3 ke3yi3  li3jie3    ta1 de  chu3jing4 
 I    can    understand he POSS situation 
 ‘I can understand his situation.’ 
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1.5 Organization of the Thesis 

The organization of this thesis is as follows: a literature review of Chinese modal 

verbs is presented in Chapter 2. The analysis of the five polysemous modal verbs will 

be elaborated in Chapter 3 and the first and second purpose mentioned above will be 

discussed in detail. Chapter 4 demonstrates the interaction of modality and other 

syntactic elements: arguments and predicates, which is the third purpose mentioned 

above. At last, Chapter 5 is the conclusion of the present thesis.  


